MCCC - Security Incident
Date: 1 Oct 2014
Time: 16:00:00
Reporting Officer: roetjens
Subject: Other
Location: CTC
Witness:
Victim: MCCC
Complainant:
Suspect:
Narrative:
This is a supplemental report reference recent theft at the CTC.
Interview: (witness) Approx. 4:30PM, today, Wed, 10/1/14, writer interviewed witness by phone. Witness stated that last Thursday, 9/25/14, he, and another witness and complainant entered the Auto Lab talking. Another subject appeared in the lab. When confronted, the subject asked about an auto class. Today, when shown a text photo of the suspect by (blank), taken by Officer (blank), witness identified him as the same subject that was in the auto lab that day. Status: Open pending further investigation and referral to MCSO, Complaint #23369-14.